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CELEBRATE UCI- Saturday, April 18, 2009. 
One Day. One Campus. Many Options. Come to UCI's 
31st annual Open House, one of the campus' oldest and 
most festive traditions. This spring event features 
games and rides for children, an Earth Day celebration, 
academic information, classic car show, campus tram 
tours, Wayzgoose Medieval Faire with food booths, 
demonstrations, rides, games, 3 stages of 
entertainment and much more. General campus offices such as Housing, Admissions, and Financial Aid are also 
open. Everyone Welcome! It's an excellent opportunity to bring family and friends to visit and see what's new 
with the UCI campus. Join the alumni, staff, faculty, and students as we Celebrate UCI! Events and Parking are 
FREE. For more information and times to specific events, call UCI at (949) 824-5182 or visit our website at 
www.uci.edu/celebrate. 
 
SHADETREE PARTNERSHIP EVENT 

On January 31, 2009, residents of University Hills, students, and campus staff joined with representatives from 
the Irvine Ranch Water District and the Shadetree Partnership to plant 130 native oak trees at UCI on the slopes 
above Bonita Canyon Drive, below the new Area 9 housing. These trees will provide native habitat and 
aesthetic value along the edge of the campus. Chancellor Drake had the honor of planting the first tree. This 
event was one of numerous volunteer tree plantings held at UCI over the past decade and a half. 
 
UCI is very proud to have been a partner with Shadetree since 1995. This relationship has resulted in the 
establishment of an on-campus tree nursery that has provided thousands of trees for UCI and its surrounding 
community. For a slide show of the day’s events, please see below.    

http://www.ceplanning.uci.edu/tree_planting/index.html 
 
HRB MEETING MINUTES - March 5, 2009 

Attending: Chris Hane, Jan Fischer, Cyril McCormick, Michele Walot  
ICHA staff: Andrew Herndon and Ron Reid  
  
Since no one applied to run for the open seats on the HRB, we will continue with the present board except for 
Harry Mangalam who is resigning. We thank Harry for his generous service to the University Hills Community. 
There is still one seat available and we urge you to step up to help. 
  
Some updates since last month- 
- The IUSD bus stop has been moved to Whistler from Eliot. A petition has been circulated against the change 
and will be delivered to IUSD. 
- The Eliot stop sign at California will remain but the plants were trimmed back by the Chancellor’s driveway to 
improve the visibility for drivers. 
- The parking lot lights were replaced at Montessori after nearby residents complained that they were too 
intense. 
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- The trails in the nature preserve are getting refurbished and new kiosks will be added. Also additional dog 
waste bag dispensers are to be installed around the neighborhood. 
- The Community Center has broken ground and is scheduled for completion next summer (2010). 
  
There was a discussion on guidelines for memorial tributes in Uhills; 
- The tribute must be for a Uhills resident only 
- An existing tree or structure can be dedicated unless there is a new planting phase 
- The tribute site cannot be guaranteed forever but will not be moved capriciously 
- Tribute sites cannot be decorated and should blend in with the natural surroundings 
  
The townhouses (phases 1-3) will be painted in late Spring and the streets will be reslurried in June. The 
community survey is still under discussion. Pool security is a concern. Please report any vandalism to the 
UCIPD and ICHA. 
 
HRB MEETING MINUTES - 3 February 2009 

Attendance: Mike McNally, Michelle Walot, Jan Fisher, Sukumar Pal, Andrew Herndon 
 
1. U Hills Survey 
 Andrew will locate and distribute copies of prior U Hills surveys to assist in developing the new survey. 

HRB members are encouraged to review and propose questions or blocks of questions for potential 
inclusion. 

 
2. Montessori Lights 
 Andrew received a complaint from a U Hills resident that the parking lot lights at the Montessori school 

have changed and are much brighter as well as lit more frequently in the evenings. Andrew discussed 
the issue with the School and recommended that the person voicing the complaint do so to the condo 
board and address it to the HRB. 

 
3. Wharton Mail Boxes 
 Street design on Wharton places mailboxes between the sidewalk and the street directly on the pavement 

edge. Cars parked in front of the mailboxes impede access, both for residents and for mail carriers 
(apparently some mail has not been delivered when a box has been blocked. Andrew recommended that 
the neighborhood try to resolve the matter themselves. The U Hills list serve apparently has included 
much discussion heading in this direction. 

 
4. Parking on California at U Hills Dog Park 
 Vehicles have been parking on California in the bike lane directly outside the entrance to the U Hills 

Dog Park, rather than on designated areas on Twain and Gabrielino. Since this section of California is 
not controlled by U Hills, UCI Police have asked that a warning be made and a sign posted to redirect 
parking. 

 
5. Traffic Study 
 The prior HRB meeting on California Avenue stop signs resulted in a recommendation for a traffic 

survey, which the UCIPD will conduct after the new Mistral stops are added. It was suggested that a 
count study might be appropriate but that the ramifications of a speed study be considered prior to 
authorization. Some members of the HRB were concerned whether their voice carried any weight in the 
final decisions made by UCI & ICHA. In particular, decisions on stop sign locations appear to some to 
have been independent of HRB input.  

 
 



 
 
SMOKE DETECTOR MAINTENANCE REMINDER 

 According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), 1 out of 5 homes have smoke alarms that are 
not functioning, mainly due to dead, missing or disconnected batteries. 

 Nearly 50% of the nation's fire deaths occur in the 4% of homes that do not have smoke alarms. 
 The risk of dying in homes without smoke alarms is twice as high as it is in homes that have working smoke 

alarms. 
  
The National Fire Protection Agency strongly recommends the replacement of home smoke alarms every 10 
years.  Smoke alarms become less reliable with time, primarily due to aging of their electronic components, 
making them susceptible to nuisance false alarms and alarm failures. 
 
IRWD NEWS 

Water-wise Vegetable Gardening 
Water conservation begins with garden planning. Plant shallow rooted vegetables, such as beans and greens, in 
proximity to each other as they will need to be watered more frequently with lighter applications than deep 
rooted crops like sweet corn and tomatoes. 

As your vegetables mature, do not stand in the garden and spray the plants lightly every day. This is the worst 
possible way to water. Instead, water thoroughly to encourage roots to seek water and nutrients deep in the soil. 
With an extensive, deep root system, plants are better able to withstand dry periods. When irrigating vegetables 
grown in our heavy clays, soak the soil thoroughly to a soil depth of at least 6 to 8 inches every five to eight 
days, depending on climatic conditions, in the absence of rainfall. 

Suggested Weekly Irrigation Schedule 
Month Turfgrass Tree, shrubs & Groundcover Percent Option**

April*** 3 days, 2 cycles* of 4 minutes each 2 days, 2 cycles of 4 minutes each 70% 
May*** 3 days, 3 cycles of 3 minutes each 2 days, 3 cycles of 3 minutes each 80% 

 

*By “cycling” the irrigation controller to turn on for the recommended number of minutes an hour apart, deeper watering 
and healthier root growth are gained, while runoff is reduced. 
**The % option, either a button or a dial, permits the watering run times for all electric valves managed by a controller to 
be increased or decreased with just one adjustment by percentage. 
***This is the most active growth period for turfgrass and other plants. Be sure to water adequately. Always remember to 
turn water off before rains and let soil dry before turning water on again. 
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SHIH CHIEH HUANG  

EXHIBITION: EX-I-09  
  
LOCATION: The Beall Center for Art and 
Technology  
  
EXHIBTION DATES:  April 3 – June 6, 2009  
 
EXHIBITION HOURS:  
Tuesday - Wednesday, 12 – 5 p.m.  
Thursday - Saturday, 12 – 8 p.m.  



 
BRIEF OVERVIEW  
Artist Shih Chieh Huang creates interactive installations, merging common materials and electronics with air 
and water into eerily beautiful organic environments and sculptures that, in turn, evoke a life and “breath” 
appearance.  
   
ARTIST STATEMENT  
Project EX-I-09 focuses on exploring the unusual evolutionary adaptations undertaken by creatures that reside 
in inhospitable conditions. I create analogous ecosystems in my installations and populate them with organic 
living things made from common, everyday objects. I source my wholly synthetic materials from the mundane 
objects that comprise our modern existence: household appliances, zip ties, water tubes, lights, computer parts, 
motorized toys and the like. The objects are dissected and disassembled as needed and reconstructed into 
experimental primitive organisms that reside on the fringes of evolutionary transformation: computer cooling 
fans are repurposed for locomotion; Tupperware serves as a skeletal framework; guitar tuner rewired to detect 
sound; and automatic night lights become a sensory input.  
  
ARTIST’S BIOGRAPHY  
Shih Chieh Huang, born in Taipei, Taiwan, received his BFA from the University of California, San Diego and 
a MFA from the School of Visual Arts, Manhattan, New York.   He has shown extensively both in the U.S. and 
abroad, including a solo exhibition at Museum of Contemporary Art Taipei, and group exhibits at the 2007 
Venice Biennale, 2008 Biennale Cuvee, Austria, and the U.S. electronic arts festival "01."  He has received 
numerous grants and awards, including a Creative Capital grant; The Oscar Signorini Prize from the D'ars 
Foundation, Milan; a Rockeller Foundation New Media Arts Fellowship; Joan Mitchell Foundation Sculpture 
Award; and a Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship.  He currently lives in New York.  
 
Tours by Beall Interns are available free of charge during business hours  
Private group tours available by appointment: contact David Familian at 949 824-4543 
 
UCI ARBORETUM NEWS 

The UCI Arboretum, UCI's own botanic garden, is looking for a few good volunteers! 
We have a number of different active volunteer programs.  We have a lot of different opportunities for people of 
any experience level - from novice gardener to Master Gardener.  We offer flexible programs that fit in with 
your busy schedule, with many opportunities for people who want to come on a weekly, monthly, or as-needed 
basis. Please take some time and look over our New Volunteer Newsletter [Elsewhere in this newsletter], and 
the various opportunities, then feel free to get back to me by e-mail or cell phone with any questions regarding 
our programs or to get started with volunteering. Besides the projects mentioned in the volunteer newsletter, we 
have some special projects available as well.  In particular, we are looking for someone to do repairs and 
maintenance around the Arboretum, and require basic carpentry skills, though we can provide all the tools you 
need.  Ability to work independently is a must. 
  
The Arboretum is open to the public 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Monday through Saturdays, and there is no entrance charge. 
Please contact Laura Lyons at ldlyons@uci.edu with any questions about our programs. 
 
 

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

re needed to see this picture.

UCI Arboretum presents our annual Spring Perennial Sale 
Saturday, May 2 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. & Sunday, May 3 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 

Our unique and easy to grow perennials add a special touch to your garden 
Excellent selection of specialty plants including shade plants, butterfly and hummingbird 

attractors, water wise plants, and succulents 
Expert advice on planting and care 
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Enjoy gardens in peak bloom 
Admission $2.00    

Free parking 
For more information call (949) 824-5833 

 
 

 
 
 

CONTACT:  Kimberly Yaari, fvc@uci.edu 
 

UCI FILM AND VIDEO CENTER ANNOUNCES SPRING FILM SCREENINGS 

-- FVC welcomes Director Alex Rivera as well as stuntwoman Zoë Bell-- 
 

WHO:   The UC Irvine Film and Video Center (FVC), Orange County’s premiere art house cinema, is proud to 
announce its Spring line-up of films. The FVC screens new, independent, experimental and groundbreaking 
films and videos as well as much loved classic films and lesser-known gems. 

WHAT:  Visiting artists include Alex Rivera, director of Sleep Dealer, as part of the year long “Cosecha Latina” series, 
as well as stuntwoman Zoë Bell, star of Death Proof and Kill Bill Vol. 1 & 2. As part of the “Science 
Fiction/Exploitation” series, the FVC will screen James Cameron’s Aliens, Fritz Lang’s Metropolis and 
Robert Rodriguez’s Planet Terror. Also featured is a screening of Billy Wilder’s Sunset Boulevard and the X 
Latin American Film Festival. (see complete listings below) 

WHEN:  April 9-May 28 

WHERE:  UCI Film and Video Center 
 HIB 100, Lucille Keuhn Auditorium 
 (NOTE: See complete schedule for locations of LAFF breakout sessions) 

DETAILS: www.filmandvideocenter.com, fvc@uci.edu  
 Ticket Prices: $3 Students w/ ID, $5 General Admission, $4 UCI Staff and Seniors 
 Series Pass: $25 general/$20 UCI Staff & Seniors/$15 Students 
 NOTE: Separate ticket pricing for LAFF 
 There are no advance ticket sales.  
 Tickets are available in front of HIB 100 a half hour prior to the screening. 

 Campus maps: http://www.uci.edu/campus_maps.php 
 

 

COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF FILMS 
Grindhouse Presents: Death Proof with Special Guest Zoe Bell 
DATE/TIME TBA 
Directed by Quentin Tarantino. 2007, USA, 90 minutes, 35mm 
Bell made her starring debut in the double feature film Grindhouse, and began working with Quentin Tarantino in Kill Bill, Vol. 1 and 
Kill Bill, Vol. 2. Featuring exhilarating high-speed action, jaw-dropping stunts, and some of the most quotable lines since Pulp Fiction, 
Death Proof  “goes faster, and funnier, than you thought possible...and then it goes further" (Ty Burr, Boston Globe).  
 

“SCIENCE FICTION/EXPLOITATION” SERIES 
Aliens 
Thursday, April 9; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by James Cameron. 1986, USA, 137 minutes, 35mm 
Sigourney Weaver returns as Ripley, who awakens on Earth and discovers that she had been hibernating in space so long that 
everyone she knows is dead. She travels to a planet under assault by the same aliens that nearly killed her. Once there, a little girl 
triggers her maternal instincts.  
 

Grindhouse Presents: Planet Terror 
Thursday, May 21; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Robert Rodriguez. 2007, USA, 95 minutes, 35mm 
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Planet Terror is a rollicking horror/sci-fi/action piece about a plague outbreak that turns citizens into cannibalistic murderers; heavy 
on the gore and explosions but featuring a terrific cast of A players: Bruce Willis, Freddy Rodriguez, Naveen Andrews, Marley 
Shelton  
 
Metropolis 
Thursday, May 28; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Fritz Lang. 1927, Germany, 124 minutes, 35mm 
Filmed in 1927 and set in 2000, the futuristic tale shows society separated into two distinct segments: the thinkers--who make plans, 
yet don't know how to operate machinery; and the workers--who forward production without having any overview vision. Completely 
separate, neither group is complete; together they make a whole.  
 

Sunset Boulevard 
Thursday, April 30; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Billy Wilder. 1950, USA, 110 minutes, 35mm 
Joe Gillis (William Holden), a broke and cynical young screenwriter, becomes the literary and romantic gigolo of Norma Desmond 
(Gloria Swanson), a forgotten silent movie luminary whose brilliant acting career withered with the coming of talkies. Norma dreams 
of making a comeback in a remake of Salome to be directed by her old colleague Cecil B. DeMille (starring as himself). 
 

“COSECHA LATINA/LATIN HARVEST” SERIES 

Sleep Dealer 
Thursday, May 7; Screening: 7pm 
Reception: 6:30pm 
Directed by Alex Rivera. 2008, USA/Mexico, 90 minutes, 35mm 
DIRECTOR ALEX RIVERA WILL BE PRESENT FOR A Q&A SESSION FOLLOWING THE SCREENING  
Building on the director's past experiments with digital animation, this feature-length sci-fi narrative takes us into the not-so-distant 
Mexican future, in which the world is divided by closed borders, yet linked together by a digital network that connects people around 
the world. 2008 Sundance Film Festival and Berlin International Film Festival winner. 
 

X UCI LATIN AMERICAN FESTIVAL 
NOTE: The first screening will be free and all other LAFF screenings will be $2. 

Proibido proibir (Forbidden to Forbid) 
Thursday, April 16; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Jorge Duran. 2006, Brazil, 103 minutes, DVD. In Portuguese with English subtitles 
 
El violín (The Violin) 
Friday, April 17; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Francisco Vargas. 2005, Mexico, 98 minutes, DVD. In Spanish with English subtitles 
 

XXY 
Saturday, April 18; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Lucía Puenzo. 2007, Argentina, 87 minutes, DVD. In Spanish w/ English subtitles 
 

Polvo nuestro que estás en los cielos (Our Dust, Who Art in Heaven) 
Thursday, April 23; Screening: 7pm 
Forum and Round Table Discussion with Director Beatriz Flores Silva - HIB 110 at 4:30pm.  
Reception in Humanities Hall 344 at 5:30pm. 
Directed by Beatriz Flores Silva. 2008, Uruguay, 120 minutes, 35mm. In Spanish with English subtitles 
 

via láctea (The Milky Way) 
Friday, April 24; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Lina Chamie. 2007, Brazil, 86 minutes, DVD. In Portuguese w/English subtitles 
 

Secretos de la lucha (Secrets of Combat) 
Saturday, April 25; Screening: 7pm 
Directed by Maiana Bidegain. 2007, France, 85 minutes, DVD. In Spanish and French w/English subtitles 
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